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Abstract
Over the past few years, we have seen the proliferation of Internet-based services ranging from
search engines and map services to video-on-demand servers. All of these kinds of services
need to be able to provide guarantees of availability and scalability to their users. With millions
of users on the Internet today, these services must have the capacity to handle a large number
of clients and remain available even in the face of extremely high load.

In this paper, we present a generic architecture for supporting such Internet applications.
We provide a substrate for Scalable Network Services (SNS), on top of which application de-
velopers can design their services without worrying about the details of service management.
We back our design with three real-world services: a web distillation proxy, a proxy-based
web-browser for PDAs, and an MBone archive server.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The explosive growth of the World-Wide Web has spawned a number of network-
based services such as map servers (MapQuest 1996), search engines (Inktomi Corp.
1996, Digital Corporation 1996), anonymizing web-proxies (Anonymizer Inc. 1996),
and directory services (Yahoo! Inc 1995, CitySearch Inc. 1997). Similarly, the ex-



pansion of the Internet multicast backbone (MBone) (Deering, Estrin, Farinacci, Ja-
cobson, Liu & Wei 1996, Deering 1991) has created a demand for services such
as video-on-demand servers (Bolosky, Fitzgerald & Douceur 1997, Almeroth &
Ammar 1998) and real-time audio/video gateways (Amir, McCanne & Zhang 1995).

As these types of services get more popular, they will be required to provide cer-
tain guarantees with respect to their level of service. With millions of users on the
Internet, these services must have the capacity to handle a large number of clients
and remain available even in the face of extremely high load. We identify two critical
issues that any Internet service must address in its design:

System Scalability: The service must be able to scale incrementally with offered
load. To ensure linear scalability, the service must distribute the load across all of
its resources. Further, the service must be capable of absorbing any peaks in load.

Availability and Fault Tolerance: As much as possible, the service must remain
available in the face of network failure, system crashes, and hardware upgrades.
A key component of service availability is the ability to maintain a well-known
and reliable name that clients can use to locate the service. In addition, a service
must also ensure that faults in its internal operation do not take down the entire
service.

In (Fox, Gribble, Chawathe, Brewer & Gauthier 1997), we argued that clusters of
workstations (Anderson, Culler, Patterson & the NOW team 1994) are ideal for most
Internet service requirements. Internet services tend to be highly parallel with many
simultaneous independent tasks that can easily be distributed across a cluster of com-
modity PCs. Clusters have the advantage of the ability to grow incrementally by sim-
ply adding more PCs as the workload grows. Not only do PCs have cost/performance
benefits, but also the natural redundancy in a cluster of PCs is excellent for masking
failures in the service and ensuring high availability.

However, designing and managing a system that is distributed across a cluster
poses a number of challenges. In this paper, we describe an architecture substrate for
building cluster-based systems that can satisfy the above requirements. We isolate
the key functions of scalability, load balancing, and fault tolerance into a reusable
substrate, called the “Scalable Network Services” (SNS) architecture. Service de-
velopers build their systems on top of the SNS, and interact with the SNS through
a narrow and well-defined interface. The SNS substrate allows application writers
to concentrate on the semantics of their application rather than worrying about the
details of service management. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our architecture
through examples of three different kinds of services.

2 A REUSABLE “SCALABLE NETWORK SERVICES”
ARCHITECTURE

To make best use of a cluster of workstations, we have defined an architecture based
on independent composable modules. We have carefully designed the service ar-
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Figure 1 The SNS Architecture. (*—Service developers customize these compo-
nents; all other components are part of the SNS)

chitecture to separate the service support layer from the rest of the system, thereby
isolating the rest of the system from having to deal with the SNS issues described in
Section 1.

The SNS subsystem assumes that the application is distributed across a number of
service-specific modules, calledworkers. Workers implement the actual semantics
of the service. They can be of two types:

� A back end engine that simply receives tasks from the rest of the system, operates
on those tasks, and returns a result.

� A more active component that possibly interfaces with the outside world. Such
a worker receives requests or commands from clients, and either handles them
directly, or “shepherds” them to other workers.

For example, a web-based map service can implement a “front end” worker that
actively listens for HTTP requests from end-clients, and acts as a control center for
the service. The front end may rely on a back end map worker that generates appro-
priate map images based on the HTTP request and returns them to the front end for
eventual delivery to the client. Some other workers may communicate directly with
their clients; for example, a worker in a video archive server can stream video data
directly to its clients, instead of shuttling it through a front end.

The simplest form of worker has no dependencies, and can be executed on any
node in the system. Some workers, however, may rely on specific aspects of the
system that are available only on one or a subset of the nodes in the cluster. For
example, a front end worker for an HTTP service has an affinity for the IP address
(or DNS name) associated with the service. Similarly, a video archive worker has
affinity for the disk on which the archived session has been stored. Worker affinity
introduces additional factors in the SNS subsystem’s decision to place workers on
nodes.

In addition to worker modules, the SNS architecture relies on a central manage-
ment entity, theSNS Manager, to coordinate all the workers in the system by bal-
ancing load across workers, spawning new workers on demand, and ensuring that



the system can recover from faults. Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the SNS. The
SNS Manager is the core of the SNS substrate.Worker Driversare libraries that are
attached to workers, and implement the SNS functionality at the workers. Applica-
tions customize individual workers to implement their service.

2.1 Service Assumptions

Workers communicate with each other throughtasks. A worker sends a task to an-
other worker, which operates on the task, and returns the result back to the originator.
The SNS subsystem makes certain assumptions about the semantics of workers and
their tasks:

� Workers are grouped into classes. Within a given class, workers are identical and
interchangeable, i.e. a task destined for the class may be handled by any worker
in that class.

� Although workers may be tied to specific nodes in the cluster, tasks themselves
have no dependencies.

� Workers have a simple serial interface for accepting tasks. A worker (theorigi-
nator) sends a task to another worker (theconsumer) by specifying the class and
inputs for the task, and expects a result back from the consumer.

� The time required to handle a task and return a response is small relative to the
acceptable latency from the system.

� Tasks are assumed to be atomic and restartable. The easiest way of implement-
ing this assumption is to make workers completely stateless. Workers can build
stronger semantics on top of these basic requirements.

� The SNS subsystem can detect task failure and take appropriate action to over-
come the failure. Fault detection is either in the form of timeouts, or a preemptive
signal that notifies the SNS subsystem of failure.

These assumptions simplify the design of the SNS layer and enable us to effec-
tively provide the availability and fault tolerance guarantees promised by the service.

2.2 Centralized Resource Management

The SNS Manager has been intentionally designed to be a centralized entity rather
than distributing its functionality across the entire cluster. If we can ensure the fault
tolerance of the Manager, and make sure that it is not a performance bottleneck, a
centralized design makes it easier to reason about and implement the various policies
for load balancing and resource location/creation. We classify the functions of the
SNS Manager into resource location, load balancing and scaling, and fault tolerance.

2.2.1 Resource Location
The main task of the SNS Manager is to act as a name service for the rest of the sys-
tem. Workers contact the SNS Manager to locate other resources. The SNS Manager



maintains a table of all available resources in the system. If it finds an appropriate
resource, it returns the location of the resource to the worker. Workers cache this
information, so they do not have to contact the manager for each request.

2.2.2 Load Balancing and Scalability
Although the final load balancing decision is distributed across all workers, the load
gathering and reporting mechanisms are centralized in the manager. Based on load
reports from each worker, the manager generates load balancing hints, which are
used by workers to make local decisions regarding their choice of consumers for
tasks.

As the load on the system grows, the SNS Manager pulls in idle nodes, and starts
new workers. In addition, the system must be able to deal with sudden bursts in
load (Leland, Taqqu, Willinger & Wilson 1994, Crovella & Bestavros 1995, Gribble,
Manku, Roselli, Brewer, Gibson & Miller 1998). We deal with short traffic bursts
by replicating workers and directing tasks across all replicated workers for greater
throughput.

To handle more prolonged bursts, our design supports the notion of a pool of over-
flow nodes that are not dedicated to the system, and are recruited by the system
only in the event of extreme bursts. For example, after the landing of the Pathfinder
on Mars, NASA’s web site experienced over 220 million hits in a four day pe-
riod (National Aeronautics and Space Administration 1997) which excessively over-
loaded their web server. Overflow nodes can be machines that are usually used for
other purposes (such as people’s desktop machines), or machines that the service can
“rent” on a pay-per-use basis from another service provider. When the SNS Manager
runs out of dedicated machines to handle the system load, it may launch workers on
idle machines from the overflow pool for the duration of the burst.

2.2.3 Fault Tolerance and Availability
An SNS must guarantee its ability to withstand failures and faults in the system. We
rely on two basic design principles for achieving reliance against system failures:
soft state and timeouts. By explicitly designing our system to rely entirely on soft
state, we have managed to simplify our crash recovery process. No explicit crash
recovery is required—recovery is built into the normal functioning of the protocol
machinery. The system also usestimeouts and retries; if a task cannot be completed
because of some failure in the system, the SNS subsystem will retry the task.

We use a fault tolerance strategy that we callstarfish fault toleranceto detect and
recover from faults in the system. The components in the SNS system monitor each
other; when a component fails, one of its peers restarts it, possibly on a different
node. Cached stale state carries the rest of the components through the fault while
the failed component is being restarted; the new component gradually rebuilds its
state and the system returns to a normal mode of operation. We describe our fault
tolerance strategies in greater detail in Section 3.4.



3 SNS IMPLEMENTATION

This section focuses on the details of the design of the SNS components and de-
scribes the implementation of the system. The SNS functionality is encompassed in
the SNS Manager and in the Worker Driver, which permits the actual worker imple-
mentations to be largely independent and ignorant of the SNS subsystem.

Task originators locate an appropriate consumer for their task with the help of
the SNS Manager. The worker driver at the consumer maintains a queue of pending
tasks; tasks are taken off the queue serially and handed to the worker for processing.
The queue at the worker driver may be a simple first-in-first-out queue, or may use a
more sophisticated queuing policy such as priority queues.

We now look at the three functions of the SNS Manager—resource location, load
balancing, and fault tolerance—in detail.

3.1 Resource location

The resource location problem for the SNS encompasses three issues: how clients lo-
cate the service, how workers locate the centralized SNS Manager, and how workers
locate each other.

3.1.1 Locating the Service
A service must present to the world a well-known and reliable name that clients can
use to contact it. The mechanism used to locate the service depends largely on the
service itself. Web-based services use Uniform Resource Locators (URLs) as the
primary service location mechanism. Although this has fault-tolerance implications,
techniques such as DNS round-robin (Brisco 1995) and specialized routers (Cisco
Systems 1996, Anderson 1995) can be used to hide a number of replicated and/or dis-
tributed servers behind a single logical name. Smart clients (Yoshikawa, Chun, East-
ham, Anderson & Culler 1997) can assist the service in transparent service location
in the presence of faults by relying on browser support through Java and JavaScript.
Similarly, services that rely on the IP multicast delivery model can use multicast as
a level of indirection to locate the service (Amir, McCanne & Katz 1998). Service
front ends actively listen on a well-known multicast channel; all clients that need to
access the service broadcast their requests on the multicast channel.

3.1.2 Locating the SNS Manager
The SNS Manager is the centralized resource manager of the system. To avoid ex-
pensive fault recovery when the SNS Manager crashes, we use multicast as a level
of indirection for locating the manager. The SNS Manager periodically beacons its
existence on a well-known multicast address. All other components in the system
subscribe to this multicast group and listen for beacons from the manager. This mech-
anism relieves the components from having to perform explicit fault recovery when
the SNS Manager crashes and comes back up on a different location. The workers



simply hear a new beacon from the manager, and redirect their communication to the
new location.

3.1.3 Locating Workers
As described in Section 2.1, all workers are grouped into classes based on their se-
mantics and the operations that they perform. Each class of workers is assigned a
unique name that is loosely based on MIME types (Borenstein & Freed 1993). For
example, all transformation workers that compress GIF images may be calledcom-
press/image/gif. Applications must pick names for their workers in a manner that
makes sense for the service being implemented.

When a worker locates the SNS Manager, it registers itself with the manager. This
registration message contains the name of the worker’s class and the worker’s loca-
tion, which the SNS Manager uses to build a table of all active components in the
system. When an originator of a task needs to locate a consumer, it sends aFind mes-
sage to the manager. The manager performs a lookup in itsactive components table
and returns a list of all workers that match the specification. The originator caches
this list in alocal active components cacheto avoid contacting the SNS Manager on
every request.

3.2 On-demand Launching of Workers

The SNS Manager may not be able to locate an appropriate worker in response to a
Find message. The manager must then either start a new worker, or respond with a
NotFoundmessage.

The manager maintains alaunch tableof all workers that can be part of the service
and the executables associated with each worker. The manager consults this table and
attempts to start a new worker on a lightly loaded node in the cluster. We use a simple
scheme where the manager relies on the load balancing information that it gathers
from other workers (see Section 3.3) and selects the least loaded node. We believe
that this simple policy is sufficient; more fine-grained load balancing is performed
at the task level by the SNS Manager. In addition to load, the spawning policy also
takes into account any affinities that a worker might have for specific nodes in the
cluster.

If the manager is unable to locate or spawn a new worker, this information is
cached in anegative cacheat the originator. This ensures that the originator does
not bother the manager again for that class of workers. The negative cache is flushed
whenever the launch table is updated by the manager, so no stale information causes
denial of service.

3.3 Load Balancing and Scalability

A good service implementation must smooth out the load on the service across all
its components. We divide the load balancing policy into three tasks: load measure-
ment, communication, and resource allocation. The SNS Manager gathers load sam-



ples from all workers, and uses this information to make intelligent load balancing
decisions.

3.3.1 Load measurement
CPU usage is the most common and often the most dynamic load metric. However,
each application may have its own notion of load. Hence, we avoid building load
semantics into the SNS layer and instead provide hooks for service developers to
tailor the load metrics to each worker’s needs. All tasks destined for a worker arrive
at the worker driver, which invokes a method in the worker to perform a cursory
analysis of the task and estimate the approximate “load” that would be generated by
the task. For a number of Internet service applications, tasks are very short and the
fine granularity of estimating the actual load per task is unimportant; for such tasks
we use a default estimate of 1 unit of load per task, thus making the load equivalent
to the number of pending tasks at the worker.

The worker driver maintains a running statistic of the current load. Periodically, it
reports this information to the SNS Manager. The reporting interval itself is config-
urable on a per-worker basis and represents a tradeoff between system response time
to load fluctuations versus the amount of network bandwidth consumed by the load
reports.

3.3.2 Balancing the load
The SNS Manager centralizes all load information. It maintains a history of load re-
ports from workers thereby allowing it to smooth out any small transient bursts of
load. As mentioned in Section 3.1.2, the SNS Manager periodically beacons its exis-
tence to the rest of the system on a well-known multicast channel. The manager dis-
tributes the aggregate load information to all other components by piggy-backing it
on these existence beacons. Workers cache this load information in theirlocal active
components cache, thus allowing them to perform the final load balancing decision
locally. We use a scheme based on lottery scheduling (Waldspurger & Weihl 1994)
for the load balancing algorithm. Each worker is assigned tickets that are inversely
proportional to the load on the worker.

If tasks are generated at a much faster rate than the beaconing interval for load
reports, stale load balancing information at the workers can result in incorrect deci-
sions. We add feedback to the system by having each worker maintain a correction
factor that corresponds to the tasks that it has already dispatched to a consumer. The
worker adds this correction factor to the cached load balancing hints when it tries to
pick a consumer. Section 5.1 discusses the effectiveness of the policy.

3.3.3 Auto-launch for scalability
A good load balancing protocol must include the ability to gradually scale the sys-
tem as the load increases. The SNS Manager periodically checks the aggregate load
statistics for workers in a particular class, and launches a new worker if the load gets
too high.

Even after a new worker has started, it may take time before the load stabilizes



across the new and old workers. To avoid further false triggers of the auto-launch
mechanism, we disable the feature for workers of that class for a short duration after
the new worker is created. The threshold for launching workers maps to the greatest
delay the client is willing to tolerate when the system is under heavy load, while the
time for which the spawning mechanism is disabled once a new worker is launched
represents a tradeoff between stability (rate of spawning and reaping workers) and
client-perceptible delay.

3.3.4 The overflow pool
As described in Section 2.2.2, the SNS subsystem supports the notion of an overflow
pool to handle prolonged bursts in traffic that cannot be dealt with by the dedicated
nodes. When the SNS Manager runs out of dedicated nodes to handle a burst, it tries
to harness an unloaded node from the overflow pool. When the burst dies down,
the overflow workers may be reaped and the machine can be returned to its original
task. We use a priority scheme to implement the overflow pool. Dedicated nodes are
assigned the highest priority level, while overflow nodes have lower priorities.

3.4 Availability and Fault Tolerance

We leverage the natural redundancy of clusters to achieve availability and mask tran-
sient failures in the system: each node in the cluster is independent of the others.
We rely on two main principles in our handling of failures: component restart and
timeouts used by a mode of fault tolerance that we callstarfish fault tolerance.

3.4.1 Starfish Fault Tolerance
Most traditional systems have relied onprimary/secondary fault tolerance(Anderson
1995, Bartlett 1981) to ensure availability of the system. This involves replicating
each component: one of the clones acts as the primary process and participates in the
system, while the other is the secondary and simply monitors the primary to mirror
its state. If the primary crashes or fails in any other way, the secondary takes over the
job of the primary and creates its own secondary.

Instead of a primary/secondary configuration, all components in the SNS architec-
ture are fault tolerance “peers” and each monitors the others to ensure that all nec-
essary components are always available. The SNS Manager is the centralized fault
tolerance agent; it acts as a peer for all other components, monitoring and restarting
them in the event of a crash. Similarly, workers monitor the SNS Manager and restart
it upon failure. As long as there is at least one component active in the system, it can
eventually regenerate all other components.

3.4.2 Worker Failure
To detect worker failure, the SNS Manager relies on the (loss of) periodic load reports
from the workers. A crash may result in loss of tasks pending in the worker driver
queue. Since tasks are restartable, the system can simply retry the task upon failure.



For passive workers that only respond to requests from other workers, the SNS
Manager simply relies on the on-demand launch mechanism to restart the worker if
and when it is needed. Workers that actively operate even in the absence of tasks
may need to be restarted immediately after failure (for example, an ongoing video
session, or an HTTP front end whose job is to wait for connections from clients).
When the SNS Manager detects the death of such a worker, instead of the usual
on-demand recovery, it immediately launches a new one.

For workers that have affinity to specific nodes, the SNS Manager must restrict
the respawning to those nodes. In the extreme case of affinity for a single node, the
manager may simply be unable to restart the worker if the node itself has crashed.
In many situations, we may be able to hide the affinity through other means. Affinity
to IP addresses can be hidden via DNS round-robin (Brisco 1995) or specialized
routers (Cisco Systems 1996, Anderson 1995). Disk affinity may be reduced by using
a shared disk across multiple nodes.

3.4.3 SNS Manager Failure
In Section 2.2, we emphasized the use of a centralized SNS Manager to simplify the
design of the system. We now show how our strategies ensure that the centralized
manager does not end up becoming a fault tolerance nightmare.

All workers in the system collaborate to monitor the SNS Manager. When beacons
from the manager are lost, a distributed restart algorithm is triggered. Each worker
starts a random timer; the worker whose timer expires first wins the arbitration pro-
cess and restarts the manager. It multicasts anAmRestartingmessage to the rest of
the system, allowing other components to back off their timers. In spite of this arbi-
tration algorithm, multiple managers may get spawned. When the managers detect
each other’s beacons, all but one commit suicide.

Even while the manager is dead, the system can continue to function, albeit at
some loss of functionality, using cached information on the workers. The use of
soft state updates ensures that crash recovery itself is relatively simple. When the
manager restarts and begins beaconing again, all workers detect the new beacons
and re-register with the new manager. With time, all workers report their load and
the manager can regain its lost load information.

If a network partition splits the system into two, each half of the system will grow
into a full-fledged SNS with its own manager and workers. Once the partition is
removed, the two systems coalesce together, and one of the managers kills itself,
returning the system to a stable state.

3.4.4 Timeouts and Retries
The final mechanism to deal with faults is the use of timeouts throughout the system.
Workers use timeouts to bound the time they must wait for a consumer to return the
result of a task, before retrying the task on a different worker. Other uses of timeouts
and retries include launching of new workers, handling software faults in a worker
application that cause it to spin in an endless loop while handling a task, etc.

To ensure that a systematic failure does not cause repeated retries, we limit the



number of retries to a small finite number. In the event that a systematic failure does
occur (possibly due to bad input), the SNS subsystem returns an error that may be
trapped by the service in an application-specific manner.

The heavy use of timers all over the SNS subsystem for fault recovery, beaconing,
and load reporting can result in synchronization effects, as have been observed in a
number of systems, both naturally occurring phenomena and computer-based sys-
tems (Floyd & Jacobson 1994). To counter these effects, we introduce a randomized
element to the timeout values. We use a uniformly distributed random value centered
around the required absolute value for all timers in the system. For randomized timers
that are used to suppress duplicate events (e.g. SNS Manager restart), exponential
timers have been shown to provide better results (Nonnenmacher & Biersack 1998).
However, in practice, we have found uniform timers to be sufficient.

3.4.5 Soft State for Fault Tolerance
Our use of soft state all over the system in preference to a hard state design has
greatly simplified our implementation. Traditional crash recovery systems such as
ACID databases (Gray 1981) use write-ahead logging (Mohan et al. 1992) to ensure
that no data is lost. This piece of code is extremely difficult to understand and debug:
it is rarely invoked, yet it has to work without any errors. By ensuring that the SNS
subsystem has no hard state, we have precluded the need for any explicit data recov-
ery protocols upon a crash. Moreover, with this use of soft-state, no mirror processes
are required for fault tolerance. Each “watcher” process need only detect that its peer
is alive, and be able to restart the peer.

4 EXAMPLE APPLICATIONS

The SNS architecture provides an abstract layer for building various kinds of network
services. We describe a few of the applications that we and other researchers have
built using this architecture.

4.1 TranSend: A Web Distillation Proxy

TranSend (Fox et al. 1997) is an HTTP proxy whose goal is to provide fast access to
the web for clients connected via low-bandwidth links by performing lossy compres-
sion of images and other rich data on the fly (Fox, Gribble, Brewer & Amir 1996,
Fox, Gribble, Chawathe & Brewer 1998). TranSend uses four types of workers:

� front end workers that listen for HTTP requests, forward them through the system,
and return the result to the client;

� web cache workers that fetch the actual content from the web, and cache it for
optimization;

� image distillation engines for compressing GIF and JPEG images;



� an HTML engine that marks up inline image references with distillation prefer-
ences and adds links next to distilled images, so users can retrieve the originals.

Most of these workers took 5-6 hours to implement, and although program bugs
may sometimes cause the worker to crash, the fault tolerance mechanisms built into
the SNS reduce the need to eliminate all such possible bugs from the worker code.

4.2 Wingman: A Web Browser for the PalmPilot

Wingman (Fox, Goldberg, Gribble, Polito, Lee & Brewer 1998) represents a class
of applications that use an infrastructural proxy to build a split application for “thin
clients” such as PDAs. Most of the application functionality is moved to a powerful
proxy, while the client application is a stripped-down program. Wingman is a proxy-
based web browser for the 3COM PalmPilot (3COM Corporation 1996); it uses the
SNS architecture to convert web content into much simpler representations.

� Front end workers listen for requests from the Wingman client, much like the
front end in TranSend, while web cache workers fetch content from the web.

� A specialized HTML layout engine converts HTML documents into simple draw
operations that are shipped to the client.

� Specialized image converters transform web images into the PalmPilot’s native
2 bits/pixel bitmap representation.

Both TranSend and Wingman have been released to the general public for use, and
we currently have a user population of approximately 12,000.

4.3 MARS: A Multimedia Archive Server

MARS is a server for distributing archived MBone content which was developed by
researchers at Berkeley using the SNS system as the underlying platform (Schuett &
Raman 1997). This system uses two types of workers: aserver managerthat clients
contact to initiate new sessions, and an audio/video worker that performs the actual
playback onto the MBone using the Real-time Transport (RTP) (Schulzrinne, Casner,
Frederick & Jacobson 1996) protocol. Once a session has begun, clients can directly
communicate with the A/V worker to control the session parameters. This worker is
different from workers in the previous examples, because it has state: the session it is
playing, the current playback point in the stream, etc. The application relies on smart
clients to regenerate this state for the worker, in case it dies and must be restarted.

The SNS architecture has been used for other services, including a proxy-based
electronic shared whiteboard for PDAs (Chawathe, Fink, McCanne & Brewer 1998),
and Cha-Cha, a system for contextualizing web-search results by augmenting them
with semantics such as document location, content, etc. (Chen & Hong 1997).



5 SYSTEM EVALUATION

We used the TranSend proxy as a test-bed for measuring our implementation . We
present some of our results for the load balancing strategies employed, the ability of
the system to tune itself to the offered load, and its scalability. Load was generated
using a simple tool to play out HTTP requests based on trace data that was gathered
from the UC Berkeley dialup IP users (Gribble & Brewer 1997).
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Figure 2 Load balancing algorithm:
(a) Without feedback: load oscillates
between two workers, (b) With feed-
back.
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5.1 Load Balancing

The TranSend proxy uses queue lengths in the worker drivers as the default load
metric. Figure 2 shows the effects of the load balancing strategy (a) without, and
(b) with the correction feedback included in the selection algorithm. The absence
of any feedback manifests itself in oscillations in the load experienced by workers.
During a single beaconing interval, one worker is lightly loaded and most tasks are
directed to it; when load information is updated in the front end’s cache, the front
end immediately stops directing further tasks to this worker and redirects them to a
less loaded worker.

Figure 2 (b) shows the results of running the same experiment with the improved



feedback-based algorithm. As expected, the oscillations are reduced and queue levels
generally stay below five requests at any time.

5.2 Self Tuning

Figure 3 (a) shows the variations in worker queue lengths over time. The system
was bootstrapped with one front end and the SNS Manager. We observe on-demand
spawning of the first worker as soon as load is offered to the system. With increasing
load, the worker queue gradually increases until the SNS Manager decides to spawn
a second worker, which reduces the queue length of the first worker and balances the
load across the two workers within five seconds. Continued increase in load causes
a third worker to start up.

Figure 3 (b) shows an enlarged view of a section of the graph in Figure 3 (a).
During the experiment, we manually killed the first two workers, causing the load
on the remaining worker to rapidly increase. (To show greater detail in the graphs,
this peak has been cut off in Figure 3.) The manager immediately reacted and started
a new worker. The second worker was not sufficient to bring the system back to a
stable state, and the manager had to start yet another worker.

5.3 Scalability

Requests/ # of front # of Element that
second ends workers saturated
0-24 1 1 workers
25-47 1 2 workers
48-72 1 3 workers
73-87 1 4 FE Ethernet*
88-91 2 4 workers
92-112 2 5 workers
113-135 2 6 workers and

FE Ethernet
136-159 3 7 workers

Table 1 Results of the scalability experiment(*—Ethernet leading into the front
end)

The data in Table 1 demonstrates the system’s incremental scalability. We started
with a minimal instance of the system (one front end and one worker), and gradually
increased the request rate. As the load increased,the manager spawned more workers
as needed. At 87 requests per second, the Ethernet segment leading into the front
end saturated, requiring a new front end. We were unable to test the system at rates
higher than 159 requests per second, since all the nodes in our cluster were used
up at that point. Our prototype worker could handle approximately 23 requests per



second, and a 100 Mb/s Ethernet segment into a front end can handle approximately
70 requests per second.

A possible concern is that the centralized SNS Manager might prove to be a bottle-
neck in the system. Our experience, and a simple experiment shows that this has not
been a problem—the SNS Manager was easily able to manage at least 900 workers
in the system. A potential concern for scalability is the amount of network band-
width consumed by control traffic (load reports, existence beacons, etc.). However,
most of these packets are relatively small. We can impose a strict limit on the amount
of control traffic by adjusting the rate, by either intelligently selecting dynamic data
over data that changes less rapidly, or using a scheme similar to the MBone Session
Announcement Protocol (Handley 1996) which limits its traffic to a maximum band-
width by requiring clients to adjust their rate of generating messages as the size of
the multicast group increases.

6 RELATED WORK

The SNS architecture has been used as the basis for a programming model,TACC
(Fox 1997): Transformation (filtering, compressing, or format conversion of data),
Aggregation (combining data from multiple sources), Caching (both of original and
transformed data), and Customization (a persistent data store of per-user preferences
to control the behavior of the service). In fact, both the TranSend and Wingman
examples build upon this model.

The active service framework (Amir et al. 1998) is another approach at a substrate
for network service applications that is designed for the MBone. This framework
uses many concepts similar to ours: the use of clusters for availability and scalability,
and soft state. It has been used as a building block for deploying media gateways for
real-time audio/video transformation (Amir et al. 1995).

Our style of starfish fault tolerance is related to the peer-mode fault tolerance ex-
hibited by early “Worm” programs (Shoch & Hupp 1982) and to “Robin Hood/Friar
Tuck” fault tolerance (Raymond, E. S., ed. 1991). In (Mitzenmacher 1997), the au-
thors analyze various load balancing policies for distributed systems that use periodic
load reporting. As a rule of thumb, they found that selecting the less loaded of two
randomly chosen workers worked well.

A number of other systems have used the notion of soft state to achieve better
performance and robustness. Networking systems for routing protocols (McQuillan,
Richer & Rosen 1980, Deering et al. 1996) and performance optimization (Bala-
krishnan, Seshan, Amir & Katz 1995) rely on soft state to update their tables; this
allows them to continue operating in the event of partial failures and ensures that no
special recovery protocols are needed to regenerate state that might have been lost
in a crash. Various soft state systems such as Bayou (Demers, Peterson, Spreitzer,
Terry, Theimer & Welch n.d.) have explicitly traded consistency for availability in
application-specific ways.



7 CONCLUSIONS

We have presented an architecture substrate for building Internet service applica-
tions. We rely on clusters of workstations to provide guarantees of scalability and
availability to the service application. Application developers program their services
to a well-defined narrow interface that is used to communicate with the rest of the
system. The SNS takes care of resource location, spawning, and fault detection and
tolerance for the application.

Our architecture reflects principles that we believe are fundamental to the design
of a scalable, available Internet service. Trading off consistency for availability via
the use of soft state and periodic beaconing greatly simplifies the design and makes
fault tolerance and recovery much simpler. We rely on a mode of fault tolerance
that we call starfish fault tolerance. This has many advantages over traditional pri-
mary/secondary fault tolerance in terms of resource usage and recovery algorithms.

We have used this architecture for building a number of applications: a web proxy
(TranSend), a proxy-based graphical web browser for PDAs (Wingman), and an
MBone archive server (MARS). These applications demonstrate the versatility of the
architecture, and the ability of individual applications to customize it to their require-
ments. Our evaluation of the system demonstrates that the load balancing strategies
work in practice, and that the system is able to scale incrementally with increasing
load. Two of the above services have been deployed on a permanent basis on the UC
Berkeley campus, and have approximately 12,000 regular users.

As Internet services become ubiquitous, we expect to see many more systems
based on our (or a similar) architecture. The exponential growth of the web will
only increase the demand for application platforms for building services quickly and
easily. The SNS architecture is a step in that direction.
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